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Emma Kosciak drives her 1985 silver Mercedes Benz down the cracked gravel driveway
and pulls in front of the barn-style garage. She steps out, slams the door and says hello to
the 16 people who will be working on her car today.

16 may sound like a lot, especially considering she has never met any of these people and
none of them are mechanically inclined. But Emma doesn’t shy away. She steps forward
and scans the group, looking for a familiar face.

Patrick Keaney, Emma’s familiar face, comes out of the garage. Clad in an old blue plaid
shirt, worn jeans and an all too-small scarf for this brisk April day, he welcomes Emma
and looks around at the excited group in his backyard. “Hope my neighbors don’t mind
us having all of these hippies hanging out in the backyard,” Keaney says, smiling.

This group of 16 hippies will spend the day in Keaney’s backyard learning to convert
Emma’s diesel Benz to run on vegetable oil, affectionately called grease. This ecological
action will help Emma save money on fuel, boost the American economy by not
purchasing foreign oil and also help the environment by reducing emissions. All in a
days’ work for Keaney of Green Grease Monkey.

Green Grease Monkey is the brainchild company of Keaney and his old friend Jamie
Merkle, who is no longer involved. The premise is simple: convert diesel vehicles to run
on vegetable oil. So far, the Monkeys have greased out about 50 cars, ranging from
Volkswagens to Volvos to school buses. They also help run workshops that teach people
how to convert cars, which is exactly what is happening today.

Sponsored by Green Grease Monkey and the Northeast Organic Farming Association
(NOFA), a non-profit organization that works to promote healthy and sustainable
lifestyles, today’s workshop is called “Waste Veggie Oil Car Conversion.” At a cost of
around $50 a person, the workshop teaches participants how to grease out a car. And
although $50 may sound hefty to some, it’s nice to know that most of the money goes to
NOFA to support other educational workshops and programs. The rest of the cash goes to
pizza and beer for the celebratory “conversion dinner” that happens in Keaney’s backyard
after the car is officially greased out.

Emma herself didn’t pay the $50 cover charge, but a steeper price of about $1,200 to
have the Monkeys convert the car for her. $1,200 is the average fee the Monkeys charge
for a passenger car conversion. But considering she only paid about $1,100 for the car
itself and won’t have to pay for fuel in the future, she thinks it’s a worthwhile
expenditure. And more importantly, it’s a moral choice for Emma.

“I’ve been a big environmentalist for a long time. But I just moved out of the city so I
knew I needed to buy a car. And I didn’t want to be a hypocrite, calling for
environmental awareness while emitting all this pollution at the same time,” she explains,



watching someone drill a hole through her backseat so the fuel line can run from the
grease tank in the trunk to the radiator in the engine.

After the screeching dies down, she also hesitantly mentions that this is her first car. She
is leaving New England this summer and will use the Benz to head out to the western part
of the U.S. in search of bigger adventures. “I’m a big snowboarder and I need to hit up
the bigger mountains,” she explains, visibly excited at the prospect. Her trip out west
won’t be burdened with tedious gas station stops, but it will be filed with restaurant stops.

While grease cars get the same mileage and the same performance as regular diesel cars,
the source of fuel is obviously different. And as Keaney explains, the key is finding a
good restaurant that provides good fuel. Somewhere small and independently owned is
preferable and also somewhere that generates lots of vegetable oil. Since most restaurants
like this pay a company to discard their waste, they are often willing to let grease car
drivers pick up the waste for themselves.

Keaney is also quick to point out that grease cars still have a diesel gas tank, even though
vegetable oil is the primary fuel source. “We’re just taking the fuel system and adding
another,” he explains, pointing out the grease fuel tank that is inside the trunk of Emma’s
Benz. Drivers have the option of switching over to run solely on diesel if there are ever
problems with the grease tank. There are switches by the steering wheel that let the driver
control which fuel source is being used, a key factor when driving a grease car.

“These are hands-on cars. You need to be aware of your driving when you have a car like
this. You need to know if you’re driving on veg or gas or whatever else. But it becomes
second nature,” he quickly assure Emma.

Keaney explains each step during the conversion process, painstakingly making sure that
everyone is paying attention and knows what’s happening. He also dispenses tips
throughout the day:

Go play around in a junkyard to get a feel for diesel cars because the more you know
about diesel, the better off you are. Read “From the Fryer to the Fuel Tank” by Joshua
Tickell, a step-by-step guide to vegetable-powered vehicles. Always try and find an
alternative mode of transportation like bicycling or public transportation before investing
in a car – any car. “What we do here is really cool,” Keaney admits, “but the reality is
that I’ll always choose to take my bike or walk if possible.”

As the Grease Monkeys finish up the work on Emma’s Benz, they begin to explain the
tips for driving a grease car: Be sure to let the car warm up on diesel before switching to
grease. Always check to make sure the grease hasn’t congealed. Don’t leave the fuel
switches on when the car is off. Emma’s smile begins to fade.
But Keaney quickly sets her mind at rest. “What we’re doing with your car is pretty low-
tech. We keep it simple so if there’s a problem it’s simple to find and fix,” he explains.



The Grease Monkey conversion process is not the only way to grease a car. It may not
even be the best way, they tell Emma and the other sixteen hippies. But what they’re
doing is progressive and it works.


